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A B S T R A C T

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are part of a class of organic compounds resistant to natural degra-
dation. In this way, heterogeneous photocatalysis becomes useful to degrade persistent organic pollutants,
however it can be influenced by environmental variables (i.e.: organic matter) and experimental factors such as:
mass of the photocatalyst and irradiation time. The objective of this research was to use a factorial design 2k as a
function of the multiple response (MR) to evaluate simultaneously experimental conditions for the photo-
degradation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in contaminated mangrove sediment and its application in oil
from Potiguar Basin in Brazil. The sediment samples collected in Belmonte city (Southern Bahia state) were
contaminated with 0.25 mg kg�1 of Acenaphthene, Anthracene, Benzo[a]Anthracene, Indene[1,2,3cd]pyrene,
Dibenzo[ah]anthracene, Benzo[ghi]pyrene. Factors such as mass of the photocatalyst and irradiation time were
evaluated in factorial design 22, with triplicate from the central point, to 1g of the PAH contaminated sediment.
After performing the experiments, it was found that the best experimental condition for the degradation of all
PAHs indicated by MR was the central point (0.5 g of photocatalyst and 12h of irradiation). For such conditions,
the half-life of PAHs varied from 3.51 to 9.37 h and the degradation speed constant between 0.0740 to 0.1973
h�1. The comparison of the optimized methodology between photolysis tests and heterogeneous photocatalysis
was performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test, which indicated a difference for the reference solution, where
heterogeneous photocatalysis was more efficient in the degradation of PAHs. The optimized methodology was
apply in samples contaminated with crude oil from Potiguar Basin, no significant difference was observed in the
aromatic fraction, using for the Kruskal-Wallis test. Heterogeneous photocatalysis has shown to be a promising
remediation technique to remedy aromatic organic compounds in mangrove sediments.

1. Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) belong to a class of organic
compounds persistent or recalcitrant to natural degradation. These
compounds pose risks to human health and naturals ecosystems, due to
their carcinogenic, mutagenic and genotoxic properties. The high hy-
drophobicity of PAHs promotes a strong association with organic matter
contained in mangrove sediments (Bolden et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2016;
Kuppusamy et al., 2017; Abdel-Shafy and Mansour, 2016; Jia et al.,
2012). Therefore, remediation techniques must be applied to remove

PAHs in the mangrove ecosystem. In this context, advanced oxidative
processes (OAPs) can be used to remove organic pollutants.

OAPs cause structural changes in the pollutant by modifying its
reactivity, distribution and residence time in the environment due to a
series of chemical reactions triggered by the formation of hydroxyl rad-
icals (� OH). The high reactivity of � OH (oxidizing agent, Eº ¼ 2.8 V)
gives the condition to attack a variety of organic compounds. Among the
POAs, heterogeneous photocatalysis uses a semiconductor acting as a
catalyst to generate hydroxyl radicals (Ahmed et al., 2011). Semi-
conductors form permitted bands of energies called the valence band
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(VB) and conduction band (CB). As well, a prohibited band of energy
with no electrons called a “band-gap”, (Eg) (Marqu�es et al., 2016).

In the process of pollutant degradation by heterogeneous photo
catalysis, some semiconductors have been used. However, titanium di-
oxide (TiO2) is the most used, due to its photo stability, low cost, low
toxicity and among other advantages (Gaya and Abdullah, 2008; Ahmed
et al., 2011). Heterogeneous photocatalysis is widely used in aqueous
systems and there are few studies regarding the photocatalytic degra-
dation of organic pollutants, such as PAHs, on the surface of soils and
sediments (Marqu�es et al., 2016).

The photodegradation of organic pollutants in soils is affected by
several factors such as: composition and size of the constituent particles
of the soil, thickness of the layer that will be irradiated, intensity of light,
quantity of humic substances and moisture content (Balmer et al., 2000;
Jia et al., 2012; Gupta and Gupta, 2015; Marqu�es et al., 2016). According
to Dong et al. (2010) photocatalytic degradation is an effective process to
eliminate PAHs in a solid phase. However, the dosage of the photo-
catalyst in the contaminated soil sample affects the rate of degradation of
the organic pollutant, as well as the amount of hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2).

In order to evaluate the effects of factors on the degradation process of
organic pollutants, techniques of experimental design can be employed.
The use of experimental design can assist in the selection of factors that
directly influence the photodegradation of organic pollutants, as well as
optimize methodologies for the photocatalytic degradation process
(Ambrosio et al., 2017; Andrade Neto et al., 2017; Barka et al., 2014; Guz
et al., 2017). The basic principle of experimental design is related to
experiments associated with a composite matrix with different combi-
nations of the levels (lower and upper) of the factors studied (Novaes
et al., 2017). With the variation of the factors levels is possible to
calculate the main effects and their interactions, to select significant
factors in the process and to indicate the conditions to obtain the best
answer (Cox and Reid, 2000; Calado and Montgomery, 2003). In pro-
cesses that have more than one analytical signal (variable of interest) it is
essential to apply the function desirability or multiple response, as it will
indicate the best experimental conditions to obtain the maximization or
minimization of more than one response simultaneously (Ferreira, 2015).

The objective of this work was to use an experiment technique
associated with the multiple response (MR) to evaluate simultaneous
experimental conditions for some PAHs photodegradation and its appli-
cation in mangrove sediment samples contaminated by crude oil from
basin Potiguar, Brazil.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Reagents, solutions and samples

The particle size analysis was performed in a laser diffraction par-
ticle analyzer (Cilas, model 1064, Orl�eans, France). The organic matter
content in sediment was oxidize with hydrogen peroxide 30%, H2O2
(P.A., Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in a digesting block (MA 4025,
Marconi, S~ao Paulo, Brazil). Then sodium hexametaphosphate solution,
(NaPO3)6, 0.1 mol L�1 (P.A., Neon, S~ao Paulo, Brazil) was added to
avoid flocculation (EMBRAPA, 2017). GRADISTAT software version
5.0®, developed by Simon Blott (London University), was used for data
processing.

Total organic carbon (TOC) was determined using the methodology
of the Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (EMBRAPA, 2017).
About 1 g of sediment was decarbonized with hydrochloric acid solution
(HCl, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) 1 mol L�1 to remove inorganic carbon
and washed in distilled water at 80 �C until the total removal of the
chloride ions. The silver nitrate solution 1% (m v�1), AgNO3 P.A. (Fmaia,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil) was used to verify that the chloride ion was
eliminated from the sample, if this ionic species remained, the washing
with distilled water is repeated. Then, the sample were analyze in the
elementary analyzer (628CN, LECO, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).

Approximately 50 g of sediment and 150 mL of dichloromethane
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were used for four hours in a soxhlet
system to extract the soluble organic fraction. Then, this treated sediment
was stored in a glass container and used during the experiments. Another
part of this sediment was fortified with 25 mL of a standard solution
containing the PAHs (Acenaphthylene (AcNf), Acenaphthene (AcN),
Anthracene (AN), Benzo[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3 cd]Pyrene
(IP), Dibenzo[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benzo[ghi]Pyrene (BghiP)) 500 μg
L�1 in methanol, with the final concentration of PAHs in the sediment
0.25 mg kg�1.

The proposed methodology was apply in mangrove sediment samples
contaminated with crude oil from basin Potiguar, provided by the com-
pany PETROBRAS S.A. Approximately 26 mg of the oil was weighed in a
petri dish. Then, was added 2 mL of dichloromethane (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany) and 1 g of the sediment was mixed in the solution until the
solvent evaporate. This contamination procedure was performed for the
photo-oxidation experiments in the presence or absence of the
photocatalyst.

2.2. Photocatalyst

The titanium dioxide (TiO2) photocatalyst was provided by Evonik
company, commercially available as Degussa P-25, consisting of 80% of
the anatase phase and 20% of the rutile phase, with 50 m2 g�1 surface
area. This photocatalyst was used without any type of treatment or
structural alteration.

2.3. Reactor system

The PAHs photodegradation experiments were carried out in a photo-
chemical reactor system built at the Laboratory of Optical Properties
(LaPO), located at Physics Institute - Federal University of Bahia (link: htt
p://www.fis.ufba.br/laboratorio-de-propriedades-oticas-lapo). The
reactor consists in a ultraviolet radiation source, composed of 13 LEDs
emitting light at 365 nm. This light source was placed inside awooden box
80x53cmwith the internalwalls coveredwithablackfilm.The equipment
also has a current source ranging 0–60mAand amultimeter tomeasure the
current generated. The wavelength emitted by the LEDs has the energy
necessary for the activation of the photocatalyst. Figure 1 represents the
reactor system used in PAHs photodegradation experiments.

2.4. Multivariate optimization

Table 1 shows the factors and the levels (low, high and central point)
with real and coded values. The experiments were carried out in 60 �

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the photochemical reactor used in the
PAHs photo degradation process.
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15mm glass petri dishes. 1g of wet mangrove sediment with 2mL of
deionized water from the Milli-Q® system (Millipore Corporation),
forming a thin thickness.

The proposed planning matrix was built using free software R, version
3.6.0 (R Development Core Team, 2019) with the Rstudio interface in
version 1.1.463 (RStudio Team, 2015) using the quality Tools package
(Roth, 2016). The interpretation of the results and the construction of the
Pareto graphic were performed with the same package. The planning
scripts are arranged in the supplementary material.

2.5. PAH extraction

After photodegradation, the samples were dried in the freeze dryer
(L108, Liotop, S~ao Carlos, Brazil). Then, 1g sample was transferred to
Teflon tubes, add 25 mL of the n-hexane/acetone PA 1:1 (v v�1) (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany) extraction solution and a magnetic bar. The PAHs
extraction carried out by EPA 3546 (US EPA, 2007a) in a closed micro-
wave oven (Multiware PRO, Anton PAAR, Graz, Austria) at 110 �C for 25
min. After cooling, the extract was dried on a rotary evaporator
(R-201/215, BÜCHI, Flawil, Switzerland) to 1 mL and transferred to a 1.8
mL vial. The extracts were analyzed by gas chromatography mass spec-
trometer (GC-MS).

2.6. PAH quantification

The quantification of PAHs was performed by EPA 8270-D (US EPA,
2007b) using a gas chromatography mass spectrometer (GC-MS 7890B,
with automatic sampler 7693 and mass detector 5977A, Agilent Tech-
nologies, Santa Clara, California, United States). The equipment operated
in selected ion monitoring mode (SIM), using a fused silica capillary
column DB-5 MS (60 m � 250 μm x 0.25 μm). The analysis conditions
were: oven temperature 50 �C, heating from 60 to 310 �C with 2 �C/min
heating ramp, remaining for 10 min; injector temperature at 300 �C and
detector temperature at 330 �C; helium carrier gas at 30 mL min�1,
constant flow; 1μL injection volume.

The PAH photodegradation percentage was obtained applying Eq.
(1).

%¼
�
C0 � Cf

C0

�
x100 (1)

where, C0 is individual PAH concentration in non-irradiated sediment
sample, Cf is the concentration of the same PAH in sample after
photodegradation.

2.7. Kinetic study of PAH photodegradation

The methodology proposed by Mishra et al. (2017) and Nugraha and
Fatimah (2013), with modifications, was applied. In a petri dish, 10 g of
mangrove sediment fortified with standard PAHs solution, 0.5 g of the
photocatalyst and 7 mL of deionized water were added. The samples
were photodegradated 0, 4, 8, 12, 24 and 30 h and 1 g of sample was
taken and prepared and analyzed according to the protocol described in
item (2.6).

Eqs. (2) and (3) were used to determine the half-life of PAHs in the
heterogeneous photocatalysis process.

ln C0

Ct
¼ k:t (2)

t1 =

2
¼ ln 2

k
¼ 0; 6931

k
(3)

where, C0 is individual PAH concentration in the sediment sample, Ct is
concentration from the same PAH after photodegradation, t is the
exposure time (in hours), t1 =

2 is the half-life of the individual PAH, k is the
reaction constant of the pseudo first order (h�1).

2.8. Photolysis experiments in petroleum and in the reference solution

The photolysis experiments with sediment contaminated with oil or
with the reference solution with PAHs were carried out in glass petri
dishes. 1 g of sediment was used, moistened with 2 mL of deionized
water, forming a very thin thickness of the mixture and irradiated for 12
h. The results of these experiments were compared with the results of
heterogeneous photocatalysis to evaluate the efficiency of the photo-
catalyst TiO2.

2.9. Petroleum fractionation by liquid chromatography

The fractionation of petroleum samples after degradation was per-
formed by open column liquid chromatography (30� 2 cm) filled with 4
g of silica gel (60 mesh size, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in n-hexane
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and about 26 mg of sample.

The n-alkane fraction was eluted using 30 mL of n-hexane. The aro-
matic fraction was eluted using 40 mL of n-hexane/dichloromethane 4:1
(v v�1). mixture (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The fraction containing
nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen compounds (NSO) was eluted with 40 mL of
dichloromethane/methanol 4:1 (v v�1) mixture (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). The fractions were reduced in a rotary evaporator until 250 μL
(R-201/215, BÜCHI, Flawil, Switzerland) and transferred to a 1.8 mL
vial. Only the aromatic fraction was analyzed.

2.10. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyzes were performed using free software R, version
3.6.0 (R Development Core Team, 2019) with the Rstudio interface in
version 1.1.463 (RStudio Team, 2015). With the results of the photo-
catalytic degradation of the aromatic organic compounds, the
Shapiro-Wilk test with the base function of the Rstudio shapiro.test () was
applied to verify that the results follow a normal distribution. However,
the results do not follow a normal distribution, requiring use
non-parametric tests.

For comparison between the process of photocatalytic degradation
and photolysis, the Kruskal Wallis test was applied with the base function
of Rstudio kruskal.test (), a non-parametric test, analogous to ANOVA, to
compare two or more independent samples. The null hypothesis, H0,
predicts that the samples come from the same population with the same
distribution format (Virgillito, 2006). The Nemenyi multiple comparison
test (analogous to the Tukey test) which consists of a comparison analysis
in pairs with the aim of verifying whether the factors differ from each
other. This test was applied using the posthoc.kruskal.nemenyi.test ()
function using the PMCMR package (Pohlert, 2014). The scripts of these
analyzes are arranged in the complementary material.

2.10.1. Generalized linear model
The relationship between the random variable of interest and the set

of explanatory or exploratory variables was determined using the
generalized linear model (GLM). This type of regression was used
because the assumption of normality of the variables was not met for the
results of the photocatalytic degradation of aromatic organic compounds.
Modeling a response variable according to a set of independent variables

Table 1. Factors and levels used for factorial design 22 in the study of PAH photo
degradation in mangrove sediment. The values -1, 0 and þ1 represent the coded
levels.

Factors -1 0 þ1

Mass of photo catalyst (g) 0.2 0.5 0.8

Irradiation time (hours) 10 12 14
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means obtaining the contribution of each independent variable over the
response variable.

GLM was proposed by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972). This model
assumes that the variable of interest has a distribution belonging to the
exponential family. Because of this, there is greater flexibility between
the mean of the variable of interest and the linear predictor η. The GLM is
an extension of the linear regression models, as they have a linear
structure and consists of three components (Eguchi, 2017; Cordeiro and
Andrade, 2009 Gracindo et al., 2011):

� random component represented by a set of independent values Y1, Y2,
..., Yn with distribution belonging to the exponential family;

� systematic component enters the model as the linear sum of the ef-
fects of the explanatory variables that is given by;

ηi ¼
Xp

r¼1

xirβj ¼ xTi β ou η ¼ Xβ

where X ¼ ðx1;…; xnÞT the model matrix, β ¼ ðβ1;…; βpÞT the param-
eter vector and η ¼ ðη1;…; ηnÞT T the linear predictor;

� link function (g) that makes the connection between the average of
the observations and the systematic part.

ηi ¼ gðμiÞ
The link function transforms the mean μi (the mean of Yi) and not the

response, that is, the value of the response variable. Thus, there is a great
advantage in directly analyzing the model's estimates, thus avoiding a
transformation in the estimated values. The GLM class allows the con-
struction of regression models for the parameters of many distributions,
such as Binomial, Exponential, Gamma, Weibull, among others.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sediment characterization

Granulometry (sand, silt and clay) and total organic carbon (TOC)
results from sediment sample are shown in Table 2.

Sediment granulometry and TOC content are used to assess the
environmental vulnerability to contamination by organic compounds.
The fixation of these compounds is associated with the presence of fine
sediments, since particles that present small sizes demonstrate a high
surface area. Organic matter content can increase the normal flow of
organic carbon normally found in mangrove sediments due to oil spills
that occur in these environments (Veiga et al., 2008).

According the Table 2, in the sediment sample silt and clay gran-
ulometry are predominant, characterizing a fine sediment. The TOC
showed a low percentage. Thus, the accumulation of organic compounds
in this sediment sample is governed by granulometry and the low TOC
content is an indication that the sediment did not show contamination by
organic compounds.

3.2. Photodegradation methodology optimization

To optimize the PAH photodegradation methodology, a factorial
design 22 was used and photocatalyst mass and irradiation time were

evaluated. The lower and upper levels were expressed in Table 1. The
photodegradation of seven PAHs (Acenaphtilene (AcNf), Acenaphthene
(AcN), Anthracene (AN), Benzo[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3cd]
Pyrene (IP), Dibenzo[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benzo[ghi]Pyrene (BghiP)
was evaluated, obtaining seven degradation responses.

The photodegradation can be influenced by multiple factors, among
them the chemical structure of the organic compound. For aromatic
compounds, the amount of aromatic rings in the structure can influence
the photodegradation, because the greater the amount of rings, more
difficult it will be for the hydroxyl radical to degrade the organic
pollutant (Wick et al., 2011). Because of this, is crucial to find a simul-
taneous experimental condition to photodegrade low and high molecular
weight PAHs. Therefore, the multiple response (MR) was applied to find
such an experimental condition. Eq. 4 demonstrates the calculation for
obtaining the MR. The values in the denominator of Eq. 4 represent the
largest signals obtained for AcNf, AcN, AN, BaA, IP, DahA, BghiP.

RM ¼ AcNf
95:7

þ AcN
94:7

þ AN
72:3

þ BaA
63:8

þ IP
65:4

þ DahA
68:1

þ BghiP
65:3

(4)

According to Eq. 4, each analyte was normalized by its highest value
and later the normalized valueswere added to obtain theMR (Santos et al.,
2009, 2014; Portugal et al., 2007; Ferreira et al., 2003). The application of
MR considers multiple responses through a function, observing how
changes in factors will affect the responses. This equation normalize the
analyze signals to enable a sum of individual responses (Ferreira, 2015).

The factorial design experiments, was observed that the percentage of
photodegradation ranged from 41.9 to 95.7% (Table 3). Low molecular
weight PAHs showed a higher percentage of photodegradation when
compared to high molecular weight PAHs. The RM values were used to
interpretate the photodegradation from selected PAHs. The experiments
2, 3 and 5 presented the best experimental conditions for the photo-
degradation. However, experiment 5 (central point values), showed the
best experimental conditions for the simultaneous photodegradation of
PAHs (Table 3).

Dong et al. (2010) used 5g of sediment with a variation in the per-
centage of the mass of the TiO2 photocatalyst, to degrade phenanthrene
and pyrene. Using 2% of TiO2 (equivalent to 0.1 g in relation to the mass
of the sediment), in 25 h of photodegradation, showed 27.5% for phen-
anthrene and 33.6% for pyrene degradation. The addition of hydrogen
peroxide in the same experimental conditions, improve the degradation
efficiency to 32.6% for phenanthrene and 38.7% for pyrene. The addition
of this reagent provides an increase in the number of hydroxyl radicals,
thus favoring a greater efficiency of the photocatalytic process.

According to Figure 2, the photocatalyst mass have no effect in
photocatalytic degradation of PAHs, in the design experimental studied.
However, low molecular weight PAHs (Figure 2a, b) showed high
degradation when compared to high molecular weight PAHs (Figure 2c,
d). This fact demonstrates that the photocatalytic degradation process is
taking place even without the photocatalyst influence. The photochem-
ical behavior of PAHs proved to be dependent on their size and chemical
structure. Therefore, the distribution of electrons in the PAHs molecules
indicates the reactive sites that can be attacked in photocatalytic oxida-
tion (Woo et al., 2009).

Pareto chart (Figure 3) show that the effects of the factors evaluated
(mass of the photocatalyst and irradiation time) and the interaction of the
factorswerenot significant for thephotodegradation, in the studieddomain.

ANOVA test (Table 4) demonstrated that the mathematical modeling
proposed by the central composite planning was a significant regression,
at 0.05 significance level, and that there was no lack of fit. Therefore, the
best condition for photocatalytic degradation developed is 0.5g photo-
catalyst and 12 h irradiation time.

3.3. Kinetic parameters

The kinetic parameters of PAHs are demonstrated for the initial
concentration of PAHs (mg kg�1), pseudo-first order constant (k), the

Table 2. Physical properties of the mangrove sediment sample.

Parameters Percent

Sand <DL*

Silt 83.73

Clay 16.27

TOC 0.75

* Detection Limit - Particles of dimension 2 mm.
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half-life
�
t1 =

2

�
and the determination coefficient (R2), as shown in Table 5.

With the linearization of Eq. (2) it was possible to find the pseudo-first
order constant (k) through the slope and calculate the half-life.

According to the velocity constant values expressed in Table 5, it was
possible to observe that the low molecular weight PAHs had the lowest
values for the velocity constant when compared to the high molecular
weight PAHs. Similar results were found by Zhang et al. (2008) per-
forming PAHs degradation tests using TiO2. Vela et al. (2012) and
El-Saeid et al. (2015) observed similar behavior applying photolysis tests.

The half-life express how long the concentration of an organic sub-
stance will persist in the environment under the volatilization and/or
degradation effects, that is, the time necessary for the initial concentra-
tion of PAHs to reach half. The half-life of the compounds determined
varied between 3.51 to 9.37 h, and the compounds AcNf and AcN (low
molecular weight) had the shortest half-life when compared to those with
high molecular weight (Table 5).

Analyzing Figure 4, it can be seen that the half-life with the pseudo-
first order kinetic constant and initial PAHs concentration has a negative

Table 3. Coded levels, actual values, percentage of degradation of PAHs and multiple response (MR) obtained in factorial design 22 with triplicate of the central point,
for the evaluation of PAHs photo degradation using TiO2.

Mass of TiO2 (g) Irradiation time (h) Photo degradation (%)

AcNf AcN A N BaA IP DahA BghiP MR

-1 (0.2) -1 (10) 94.2 92.8 57.4 41.9 46.4 51.3 47.6 5.6

1 (0.8) -1 (10) 84.7 82.1 62.9 59.9 60.4 65.0 63.5 6.3

-1 (0.2) 1 (14) 95.7 94.7 70.7 55.5 58.2 61.8 61.0 6.5

1 (0.8) 1 (14) 87.1 83.5 58.9 51.5 52.0 55.5 54.5 5.9

0 (0.5) 0 (12) 93.3 91.7 72.3 63.8 65.4 68.1 65.3 6.9

0 (0.5) 0 (12) 88.5 85.4 54.3 45.6 45.7 49.3 48.6 5.3

0 (0.5) 0 (12) 92.0 89.7 67.2 58.9 58.0 61.6 60.8 6.5

Acenaphtilene (AcNf), Acenaphtene (AcN), Anthracene (AN), Benz[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3cd]Pyrene (IP), Dibenz[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benz[ghi]Pyrene
(BghiP).

Figure 2. Analysis of the percentage variation of low molecular weight (a and c) and high molecular weight (b and d) PAHs at the low, high levels and central point
for the photo degradation process.
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correlation that is, these variables are inversely proportional. This fact is
probably related to the decrease in the available active sites of the
catalyst so that the organic compound present in the reaction medium
can adsorb (Mills, 2012).

3.4. Photocatalytic degradation and photolysis of PAHs

The methods of heterogeneous photocatalysis and photolysis were
applied in a sediment contaminated with a reference solution of PAHs
and in the sediment contaminated by petroleum, after the spill simu-
lation using the optimized experimental conditions. With these ex-
periments, it was possible to evaluate the photooxidation processes in
presence and absence of TiO2, and the study was centered on the ar-
omatic fraction of crude oil from the Potiguar basin. Figures 5 and 6
show the percentages of photooxidation in the presence and absence
of the photocatalyst for the reference solution and aromatic fraction of
crude oil.

In the reference solution, heterogeneous photocatalysis was more
efficient than photolysis, with photodegradation range 92.2–99.5%

(Figure 5) and 93.24% average photodegradation. This results was
attributed to the generation of reactive species on the semiconductor
surface, mainly the hydroxyl radical. Photolysis had 41.33 average
degradation, but Acenaphtene (AcNf) and Acenaphtene (AcN) indi-
cated highest results 91.3 and 65.5%, respectively. PAHs absorb
electromagnetic radiation in the ultraviolet region greater than 300
nm and many of them are rapidly photo-oxidized (Lopes and Andrade,
1996). This fact explains the high degradation of these organic com-
pounds in photolysis.

In crude oil aromatic fraction, the photooxidation average was
51.57% with photocatalyst and 61.41% in its absence. However,
photolysis was more efficient for AcNf, AcN, AN, DahA, BghiP com-
pounds, with degradation average 86.2, 84.9, 63.3, 59.8 and 65.1,
respectively (Figure 6).

The chemical composition of oil is extremely complex with a variety
of organic compounds that absorb electromagnetic radiation from the
ultraviolet region to the near infrared, passing through the visible (Nic-
odem et al., 2001). Thus, the wavelength range in the ultraviolet region
of sunlight can stimulate the degradation of PAHs in TiO2 presence or
absence (Chien et al., 2011).

Another important point was that the photodegradation process oc-
curs on the surface of the photocatalyst (or semiconductor), since the
molecules of the organic pollutant occupy the active sites of TiO2. This
effect is common in photocatalytic processes, as the mechanism involves
the adsorption of the compounds to be photodegraded on the surface of
the photocatalyst, in higher concentrations it is possible that all active
sites are occupied, limiting the adsorption/photodegradation process
(Dallago et al., 2009; Herrmann, 1999; Konstantinou and Albanis, 2004).
According to Ziolli and Jardim (2002) the efficiency of the photocatalytic
process can be affected by the complexity of the sample. Crude oil has a
variety of organic compounds and may be competition between them for
active sites.

To verify the difference between photocatalytic degradation and
photolysis, Kruskal Wallis nonparametric test was applied, which
verifies that two or more medians are equal with a 5% significance
level. The Shapiro Wilk test indicated that the results do not follow a
normal distribution (p-value <0.05), which justifies the application of
this nonparametric test. Table 6 shows the values for the Kruskal

Figure 3. Pareto chart for standardized effects for the photo degradation of
PAHs considering the MR response variable (Multiple Response).

Table 4. Analysis of variance for the linear model adjusted to multiple response to a 95% confidence level.

Parameters Df QS SA Fcalc Ftab p-value

A, B 2 0.07 0.03 0.07 19.25 0.93

Residues 4 1.86 0.47

Lack of adjustment 2 0.60 0.30 0.47 19.00 0.68

Error pure 2 1.27 0.63

A¼mass of photo catalyst, B¼ irradiation time, Df¼ degree of freedom, QS¼ quadratic sum, SA¼ square average, Fcalc¼ calculated F test value, Ftab¼ tabulated F test
value.

Table 5. First order constant (k), half-life (t1 =2

�
and determination coefficient (R2) for the photo degradation of PAHs with TiO2 (λ ¼ 365nm).

Compound *C0 k t½ R2

AcNf 0.595 0.1973 3.51 0.9852

AcN 0.592 0.1172 5.91 0.9354

A N 0.569 0.0979 7.08 0.9858

BaA 0.525 0.0816 8.49 0.9628

IP 0.485 0.0740 9.37 0.9856

DahA 0.527 0.0881 7.87 0.9837

BghiP 0.501 0.0764 9.07 0.9849

Acenaphtilene (AcNf), Acenaphtene (AcN), Anthracene (AN), Benz[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3cd]Pyrene (IP), Dibenz[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benz[ghi]Pyrene
(BghiP).

* Initial Concentration of the PAHs.
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Wallis test for the reference solution and aromatic fraction of crude
oil.

In PAHs reference solution, nonparametric test (Table 6) indicated a
difference between two photooxidation processes, due to the p value
being less than the 5% significance level. In order to explore the differ-
ence between the heterogeneous photocatalysis and photolysis processes,
a Nemenyi multiple comparison test was applied, which is a nonpara-
metric alternative to the Tukey test (Table 7), with the initial concen-
tration of PAHs as the reference for this analysis. However, in the
aromatic fraction of crude oil, the photodegradation processes did not
show a statistically significant difference (p-value> 0.05), that is, there is
not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis, H0, this means that the
processes were acting together.

With the results shown in Table 7, it was possible note significant
difference between the initial concentration of the analytes with the
heterogeneous photocatalysis process. However, there is no evidence of a
significant difference between the photolysis process and the initial
concentration of PAHs. Therefore, this fact shows an indication that the
irradiation time was not enough to obtain a significant percentage for the
degradation of the analytes under study in the absence of the
photocatalyst.

3.5. Modeling of photo-oxidation processes

The generalized linear model (GLM) was proposed to evaluate the
association of the photooxidation in the presence and absence of the
photocatalyst applied in the reference solution. The results were
modeled using the Gamma distribution due to the values being asym-
metric on the right and positive continuums and the link function was
identity. The purpose of the link function in the model is to associate
the mean of the response variable with the linear predictors of the
model.

The regression structure used describes the relationships between the
photo-oxidation processes in relation to the gross value of the concen-
tration of aromatic organic compounds. Table 8 shows the estimates,
standard error and p-value for the proposed model.

The corrected estimate (Table 8) was found using the logarithmic
function that is inverse of the exponential function, since the Gamma
distribution belongs to the exponential family. In this way, it is possible
to evaluate the photodegradation in PAH solution.

According to Table 8, the photodegradation of PAHs processes were
significant at 95% confidence level. Through the analysis of the cor-
rected estimates for the presented model it was possible to verify that
the heterogeneous photocatalysis and photolysis are significantly
different, reducing 2.78% and 2.405 of the analytes, respectively. The
standard error shown in Table 8 is associated with each of the model's
estimates. These values were small, thus indicating that there was little
variation between the observations. The pseudo R2 indicates the best fit
for the model, because the closer to one this value the better the fit of
the model. Thus, pseudo R2 was 0.751 and the proposed model can
explain 75.1% of the data from the photocatalytic process in reference
solution.

The adjustment of the final model with gamma distribution is
measured by the envelopes simulated graphic (Figure 7). This graph is a

Figure 4. Spearman's correlation graph for kinetic parameters.

AcNf AcN A N BaA IP DahA BghiP
maximum percentage of

crude oil 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Heterogeneous
photocatalysis 99.54 95.94 92.20 91.25 91.68 94.30 91.70

Photolysis 91.28 65.33 35.17 30.52 28.95 18.88 27.96
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Figure 5. Photo-oxidation process of the PAHs solution in the presence and absence of the TiO2 photo catalyst. Acenaphtilene (AcNf), Acenaphtene (AcN), Anthracene
(AN), Benz[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3cd]Pyrene (IP), Dibenz[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benz[ghi]Pyrene (BghiP).
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visual aid to assess the adequacy of the adjusted model. For the proposed
model to have a good fit, it is expected, in this type of graph, that the
residues are between the limits of the envelope (Cook and Weisberg,
1999).

According to Figure 7 it can be seen that the residues are dispersed
between the limits of the envelope inside. The graph does not point out
a serious departure from the assumptions inherent in the model.
Therefore, the final model adequately adjusts the data, that is, it pro-
vides a good fit.

4. Conclusions

It was found that the interaction of organic compounds in sediment
sample is due to the predominance of fine granulometry (silt and clay).

With the Pareto chart it was possible to verify that the isolated factors
and their interaction were not significant at the levels studied. The
analysis of variance (ANOVA) did not indicate lack of fit for the linear
model, with the highest MR value being selected (experiment 5). The
optimized experimental conditions were applied to find the kinetic pa-
rameters (pseudo-first order constant and half-life time). These parame-
ters indicated that the lower molecular weight PAHs showed the best
values for these parameters when compared to high molecular weight.

The optimized experimental conditions were applied to crude oil and
a reference solution of PAHs to evaluate the photodegradation of aro-
matic compounds and also to compare the processes of photocatalysis
and photolysis.

The non-parametric statistical test indicated a significant difference
between heterogeneous photocatalysis and photolysis for the PAHs
standard solution. In this way, a regression model was proposed which

Table 6. Nonparametric test applied in the comparison of photo-oxidation pro-
cesses applied in the standard solution of PAHs and in crude oil.

Reference solution Aromatic fraction

*Df Chi-square p-value *Df Chi-square p-value

Crude oil 2 14.18 0.0008 2 4.03 0.133

Photo catalysis 2 14.18 2 4.03

Photolysis 2 14.18 2 4.03

* Df ¼ degree of freedom.

Table 7. Result of the Nemenyi multiple comparison test to ascertain the dif-
ference between the photooxidation processes in the standard PAHs solution.

Comparison p-value

Crude oil versus Photocatalysis 0.0005

Crude oil versus Photolysis 0.267

Photocatalysis versus Photolysis 0.071

Table 8. Estimates of the explanatory variables selected for the final model.

Parameter Estimate Corrected estimate Standard error p-value

Intercept 648.6 2,81 118.0 3.20*10�5

Photo catalysis -606.6 -2.78 118.2 6.99*10�5

Photolysis -254.0 -2.40 138.1 0.082

Pseudo-R2 0.751

AcNf AcN A N BaA IP DahA BghiP
maximum percentage of

crude oil 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Heterogeneous
photocatalysis 61.9 51.7 43.0 52.5 91.0 52.9 54.9

Photolysis 86.1 84.9 63.3 26.1 90.1 59.8 65.1
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Figure 6. Photo-oxidation process of the aromatic fraction of oil from the Potiguar basin in the presence and absence of the TiO2 photo catalyst. Acenaphtilene
(AcNf), Acenaphtene (AcN), Anthracene (AN), Benz[a]Anthracene (BaA), Indene[1,2,3cd]Pyrene (IP), Dibenz[ah]Anthracene (DahA), Benz[ghi]Pyrene (BghiP).
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Figure 7. Simulated envelope graph for the model adjusted for the variable of
interest (Photo degradation).
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describes the relationship between the two photooxidation processes for
the degradation of PAHs. However, for the aromatic fraction, the
nonparametric test did not show any significant difference between the
degradation processes, therefore, new studies are suggested to under-
stand how these processes act in a complex matrix, which is crude oil. As
the results of the reference solution were quite different compared to
crude oil, a model was proposed to verify the degree of association of
these processes in the photodegradation of PAHs and heterogeneous
photocatalysis had a greater association. Therefore, heterogeneous pho-
tocatalysis is a promising remediation technique to degrade aromatic
organic compounds in mangrove sediments, but it is a complex system
that requires more detailed studies regarding its physical and chemical
parameters.
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